
The rumor was apparently started by National 
Geographic when it posted the claim on both its 
Facebook and Twitter pages in 2013. Even though the 
pink hippo milk claim never made it to the magazine’s 
website it went viral elsewhere. Fact is, like all other 
mammals, hippo Moms produce off-white milk. 

 Might it be that the red-pinkish stuff that forms 
on a hippo’s sensitive skin and acts like sunscreen 
and moisturizer was mistaken for milk? Frequently 
referred to as bloodsweat, this secretion is neither 
blood nor sweat. Hippos do not have sweat glands 
but mucous glands that secrete an oily substance—a 
blend of hipposudoric acid and norhipposudoric acids. 
Initially colorless, this secretion turns bright orange-
red in the sun and a few hours later transforms into a 
dirty brown hue.

Could it be that some of this secretion mixes with 
the milk, giving it a pinkish hue? Possible but unlikely, 
according to the experts. Baby hippos are very 
efficient sucklings and grip Mom’s nipple so tightly 
between their tongue and the roof of their mouth 
that they can even nurse underwater.

 

We hardly have to invent fanciful stories about 
these two-ton plus creatures to make them more 
interesting. After many years of close observation I 
continue to be fascinated by them, always mindful to 
keep my distance. Despite their bulk these creatures 
can attain speeds of up to 35 miles per hour and outrun 
Olympian Usain Bolt.

Let me also add that only once in the many hours 
that I have spent with these river horses was I forced 
to make a hasty retreat as a huge bull charged for no 
apparent reason at all. 

Yes, “river horse” is the correct translation of the 
Greek name, Hippopotamus amphibius. 
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In their annals the likes of Livingstone, Stanley, 
Burton, Speke and other explorers recounted harrowing 
experiences as these “wantonly beasts” challenged 
and sometimes overturned their boats.

Nowadays hippos are reputed to account for more 
human deaths than any other animal in Africa. These 
killings are not predatory but rather defensive and 
territorial as unsuspecting tribal folk find themselves 
blocking the narrow footpath of hippos returning to 
their water abode after a night of grazing.

Hippos have the teeth to snap any human being in 
half and, unfortunately, lure poachers who consider 
these dentures as desirable as elephant ivory. By 
the way, George Washington’s false teeth were not 
sculpted out of wood but hippo incisors. (This is not 
another pink milk story. The set of teeth is actually on 
display at Mount Vernon).

Hippos are vegetarians—most of the time but not 
always. There are exceptions. Like the veggies among us 
they too will resort to meat when there is nothing else 

to eat. Researchers have recorded instances of hippo 
eating left-overs of impala, kudu, eland, wildebeest 
and buffalo, and, occasionally, even each other.

There are very few predators that would challenge 
them, but I have witnessed a pride of lions pulling 
down a baby hippo while the mother rushed back 
into the water. We observed the lions and their cubs 
feasting on this kill for many days, pulling and tearing 
away at the thick rubbery skin. (More than 18 percent 
of a hippo’s weight is skin that grows to about 2 inches 
at adulthood).

 Even though recent studies show them to be DNA-
related to whales, hippos will not eat fish. Folklore has 
passed along a cute story of how this all came about.

  Many years ago, the story goes, hippos asked God 
for permission to spend their days in the rivers and 
ponds to protect their sensitive skin from the blazing 
African sun. But God was worried about the fish so the 
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Zambezi River in sheer number of these amphibians. 
It is, however, well behind when it comes to homo 
sapiens and the volume of boat traffic. On our journey 
from our camp to Stiegler’s Gorge, navigating carefully 
past hundreds of pods of hippos, we encountered only 
a few small fishing boats.

For those in search of the most unusual sight of 
hippos, the Katuma River, or what’s left of it in the 
dry season, is a must. As this river in Tanzania’s Katavi 
National Park recedes, hippos pack into the remaining 
mud pools like beans in a can. Their battle for living 
space results in bloody scars for oxpeckers to feed on.  

Some find this sight appalling and the smell offensive 
while others, including me, are intrigued by the way 
these chubby creatures manage to survive until the 
rains rescue them out of their odorous confinement. 

Katuma River in dry season
 Katavi National Park, Tanzania

hippos made a deal. If the Creator would allow them to 
spend daytime in the water they would yawn several 
times during the day toward the heavens to show that 
they have no fish in their mouths.  Also, they would 
spread their dung with their tails so God can see that 
there are no fish bones.

Cruising in a small boat along the Rufiji River that 
runs through  Selous Game Reserve you will encounter 
hundreds of these floaters of dung, ready to be snapped 
up by the fish. Instead of eating fish the hippos are 
actually feeding them. In return, the fish act as dental 
hygienists picking at morsels of grass stuck around the 
hippo’s teeth when these creatures are underwater 
with their mouths open.

With an estimated hippo population of more than 
fourteen thousand, the Rufiji River competes with the 



Trade in hippo teeth went up after the interna-
tional ban on elephant ivory in 1989. Its meat is sold 
on the black market as a delicacy. At present only the 
West African pygmy hippopotamus (Choeropsis lib-
eriensis) is classified as endangered. There are merely 
between 2,000 and 3,000 of these miniature hippos 
left compared with between 125,000 and 148,000 of 
their bigger cousins elsewhere in Africa.

Whenever I am asked by clients on whether they 
would be able to see the Big Five in the destinations 
that I pick for them, I tell them that they will also most 
likely encounter my ultimate favorite: The Big Sixth. 
I maintain that the big game hunters who came up 
many years ago with so-called Big Five (elephant, lion, 
leopard, buffalo and rhino) as the most dangerous 
animals to hunt, were remiss in not including hippo.

A few years ago, while I was enjoying a sundowner 
glass of wine at a waterhole in the wild, a hippo suddenly 
popped out of the water with a stick in his mouth. He 
threw it up in the air, caught it and submerged, only to 
pop up again and again and repeat the trick.

“So what on earth is going on here?” I asked. “Did 
you train him?” “No,” my guide said. “He is by himself 
and probably just bored.”

When I published the picture, apart from being 
accused by someone of having “Photoshopped” it, no 
one came up with any explanation. Just as I have not 
had any rationale for another hippo that did back flips 
in the water at another destination.

Expect the Big Sixth to be on your list as a must-see 
when you come to me to arrange your safari.
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